
APPENDIX A:  ARTICLES in Press  

Many of you probably do not remember the days when library shelves were filled with unbound and 

bound issues of print journals. The processes of checking them in, shelfing and re-shelving them, 

retrieving them to bind, and re-shelving them, required hours of human resources and meters of 

physical space. Before the journal ever left the publisher, it might have been months, if not years from 

the time of article submission to the time the article appeared in a print journal. Even when publishers 

and libraries moved to electronic versions, the full value of the electronic process was not realized since 

the journal appeared online when its physical version was released. Early View, in WOS, listed as a 

Document Type and Article in Press, listed in Scopus as a Publication Stage refer to articles that are 

available on the publisher’s website as having gone through the publishing process but have not been 

assigned a journal volume and issue.  

Figure A.1:  Growth of Early Access/ Articles in Press from 2019 to 2020 (1) 

 

 The 2020 versions of JCR and Citescore, which use citations in 2019 articles did not include these early 

access documents as citable in calculating the journal quality metrics. The 2021 JCR will begin to 

integrate citations from 2021 Early Access articles into the Journal Impact Factor. Elsevier has decided to 

wait since they are still such a small percent of their total output (Elifritz). 

Figure A. 2:  CHANGE TO Journal Citation Report for 2021 
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What makes including these publications difficult to incorporate is that the total number of articles can 

go up or down between dataset updates as some of the articles are assigned a journal in the interim. 

Between the time of my search in the week of 11th January 2021 and this revision during the week of the 

25th   of January 2021, the number of Early Access articles went down by almost 10% as more end of the 

year 2020 issues were uploaded. 

Scopus’ June 2020 publications list had  over 40,000 journals of which almost 26,000 are active scholarly 

journals and about one third have enabled “Articles in Press” (from downloaded spreadsheet). Clarivate 

Analytics Master Journal List does not have that capability.  I extracted a list of journals with the most 

Early Access articles in 2020. The top 100 journals are displayed. Springer’ Environmental Science and 

Pollution Research had over 1,000 2020 articles in press, of which fewer than two percent are about 

Covid. Taylor and Francis’ Journal of Biomolecular Structure Dynamics has the most Covid articles (based 

on search in WOS on publication year 2020) on 27 January 2021). 

The examples below track one publisher, using an example of an article that has been accepted but has 

not gone through the editorial phase and one that is ready for publication but has not been assigned a 

journal. 

I chose the hybrid Wiley journal, Journal of Supply Chain Management, because I know the editor who 

explained to me that First Published and Early View are important additions. The journal is published 

quarterly. With the pandemic, supply chain, a topic rarely discussed in the past, has become a 

mainstream issue. 

EXAMPLE: Journal of Supply Chain Management  

PHASE ONE:  First Published – only appears on the publisher’s website. It will not appear in a database 

in this phase (This article has now moved to early view on the publisher’s website but not in WOS or 

SCOPUS. It is available in social media, including Facebook) 

 

PHASE TWO: Early View – Online version of record before inclusion in an issue from publisher, WOS and 

Scopus 

1 - Publisher Version (Wiley) 

https://www.scopus.com/sources.uri
https://mjl.clarivate.com/home


 

2 - WOS and Scopus Versions as they appear on the Emory University website. -  Record includes date 

It was added to WOS 

 

 

SCOPUS – Record from searching author’s webpage (Weiland, Andreas)

 

NOTE:  WOS and Scopus accessed through Emory University library 

3 -  GOOGLE SCHOLAR Version (12 Jan 2021) 

 

Note that the four versions include the Journal’s Early view, two repository versions, one for the 

author’s university repository and the other for the country’s national research database. And the fourth 

from NIH. You cannot tell from the Scholar record above the article’s status. 

 

4- DIMENSIONS version  (Jan 2021) 



Dimensions does NOT include a special designation for articles that have not been given a journal 

volume and issue. It does include alternative metrics 

 

  

CONCLUSION 

I had assumed that rise in Early Access would be attributed to the articles about the pandemic. We can 

see from Figure 1 above that these articles make up a small percent of total documents and those about 

the pandemic make up over 10 percent of all Easy Access. Where there is a noticeable difference 

between the 2020 dataset is with Open Access where about a third or all documents are some type of 

Open Access and almost 90% of Early Access documents are open access. 

Clarivate just announced its plans for future integration of early access into JIF (McVeigh).  It has been 

questioned, since not all journals, especially Elsevier’s, are not included in JCR’s Early Access (Davis). 

(1) All numbers and percent are approximate since they change with every WOS update. There 

were days when the numbers changed from before to after lunch. 
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